The above theorem is a generalization of the following two theorems obtained by Nadler (see [5] In Theorem 1.1 we don't need / to be uniformly continuous on 1x7; neither we need the metrizability of Y nor the locally compactness of X. For these reasons, Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of each of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. In what follows pr x \ Ix7->I will denote the first projection mapping defined by pr^x, y) = x, while pr 2 : X x Y-^Y will denote the second projection mapping defined by pr 2 (x, y) = y.
2* Fixed point theorem and product spaces* Let us start this section with the following definition. DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X, d ) be a metric space and Y be any space. Let / be a mapping from 1x7 into 1x7.
Then / is said to be a locally contraction mapping in the first variable if and only if for any y eY there exist an open set V(y) containing y and a real number X(y) e [0, 1) such that Let us prove the first of our main results.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let x Q be a fixed point in X. Define the mapping g: Y ->Y as follows:
Let yeY. In order to define g(y) we first define a sequence {t«(y)} as follows:
For simplicity we shall write t n to stand for t n (y). We shall prove below, that as a consequence of local contractibility, it follows that {t n } is a Cauchy sequence in X (see Lemma 1 below) . But (X, d) is complete so there is a point t y in X such that Now define #(τ/) = pr 2 f(t V9 y). We are going to prove in Lemma 2 that pTifity, y) = t y .
We are also going to prove in Lemma 3 that g is continuous.
Since Y has the f.p.p., there is a point y o eY such that ΰ(Vo) = #o. By Lemma 2 we have prj(t yo , y 0 ) = ί tf0 . But j/ 0 = flf(j/ 0 ) = pr 2 f(t yQ , y 0 ). Henceforth/(ί Vo , y 0 ) = (t^, j/ 0 ) which completes the proof of the theorem. Proof Since / is a locally contraction mapping in the first variable, there exists a real number λ e [0, 1) such that
By induction, we find
Using the triangle inequality, we find, for m > n,
Since X n -> 0 as w -» oo 9 this inequality shows that {t n } is a Cauchy sequence. LEMMA 
pn/(^, #) = t y .
Let it = VΎΊf(ty, y) By way of contradiction, suppose that uΦt y .
Since lim n _oo ί n = t y , there is a natural number K ^ 1 such that ί n 6 Z7 for all n^K. But pr^fa, y) = ^+ 1 e Z7. Therefore /(ί t , j/) e S e/4 (w) x Y which contradicts the fact that f(U x F)cS £/4 (w) x Γ.
Therefore our assumption is incorrect and consequently we have the required conclusion. Y, i.e., t[ = pn/^ί, «) e Ϊ7 2 (For brevity we have used ί^ to stand for t n (z)).
In the same way, we conclude that t\ = pn/^Li, «) € Z/^ΐ = 1, 2, ..-,n). If £ z = lim^oo t' n , then the above inequality shows that d(t Z9 t y ) ^ ε/4. Therefore (ί £ , 2) e S£t y ) x G and consequently f(t βf z) e X x Z7, i.e., <7(*) = 2W 2 Λ«« z) 6 17.
Therefore our claim is proved and the proof of the lemma is completed.
The following result is an immediate corollary to Theorem 1. It is clear that there exists a contraction mapping in the first variable which is not strong contraction in the first variable. It is also clear that there exists a strong contraction mapping in the first variable which is not contraction mapping in the first variable. For examples, let X -Y -R, d(x, y) -\x -y\ for all x, y eR and let /, g be two functions from R x R into R x R defined by the rules fix, y) = (2x, y) and g(x, y) = ((x + y)/2, y). Then it is clear that /is a strong contraction mapping in the first variable with k = 2 but not a contraction mapping in the first variable. It is also clear that g is a contraction mapping in the first variable with λ = 1/2 but not a strong contraction mapping in the first variable because
and Lim (%-+ l) = + \2 /
• oo
As the following proof shows we have the following result. Therefore d(u, x) < e/6K. But / is a strong contraction mapping in the first variable, therefore we have
Consequently vrj(u, y*) e S β/β (ίi) which is impossible because prj(u, y*)eS ε/6 (t 2 ) and i S. /6 (ί 1 ) ΓΊ S £/6 (ί 2 ) = 0.
Therefore we have the required contradiction and the proof of the proposition is completed. h(x, y) -(x, g{y) ). Then h is continuous. Since F(h, X) Φ 0, there exists an element aeX such that F(h 9 a) Φ 0. Let yeF (h, a) .
Then pr 2 h(a, y) -y. It follows from the definition of h that ff(v) -V which completes the proof of the theorem.
A continuous height-selection of / is a continuous mapping g: X-*F(f,X) such that g(x)eF(f,x) (F(f,X) has the subspace topology from Y).
Let us state our next result in this section. Proof. Since Y has the f.p.p., by Theorem 3.1 the set F(f, X) Φ 0. Let g: X-*F(J, X) be a continuous height-selection of /. Define the map h: X->X by the rule h{x) = pr^x, g(x) ). We claim that h is continuous. To prove our claim we let xeX and G be any open set containing h(x). Then G x Y is an open set containing the point f (x, g(x) ). Since / is continuous, therefore there exists an open set Ux Vcontaining (x, g(x) ) such that f(UxV)aGxY. But g is continuous and V is an open set containing g (x) . Therefore there exists an open set W containing x such that g{ W) c V. Now, it is clear that h(W)dG.
Hence h is continuous. Let teX be a fixed point of h. Then h{t) = t, i.e., prj(t, g{t)) = t. Therefore f(t f g(t)) = (ί, v) for some veΓ. But g(t)eF (f, t) . Therefore pr 2 f(t, g(t)) = </(£), i.e., /(ί, g(t)) -(u, ff (ί)) for some ueX. Henceforth /(ί, g(ί)) = (ί, gf(ί)) which completes the proof of the theorem. But pr x f({x Q } x Y) is a singleton set, therefore u = x 0 . Henceforth /($<>, j/ β0 ) = (a? 0 ,2/* 0 ) which completes the proof of the theorem.
If we combine Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 2.3 then we can get the following result by observing that if X has the f.p.p. then X must be connected. 3.4. Let (X, d) The author wishes to express his appreciation to the referee for his valuable suggestions and remarks concerning the paper.
